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GRAiT System
Leveraging the latest in context and sensory technologies, Raxar is pleased to introduce
GRAiT System (Graphical Real-Time Asset Inspection and Tracking System) a tool for
the real time inventory, tracking and inspection of your assets.
The GRAiT System is a graphical asset management system for both indoor and
outdoor asset inspections and tracking with a powerful secure cloud backend and a
purpose driven user interface. GRAiTS assets are configurable, automatically locatable,
and identifiable by sensor interfaces.
As the front-end interface for your organizations inspections and quality control, the
GRAiT System functions to help management stay connected in real-time to the quality
of their assets and the compliance of their staff and vendors. Legacy Inspection
checklists can be imported and updated to meet quality and regulatory standards.
Keep your staff on task, and get rid of paper inspections. With a comprehensive User
Interface staff can be up and running with the software with minimal training. Inspections
can now be linked and analyzed in real time helping to make faster organizational
decisions with smarter data.
The GRAiT system will help your organization incorporate all of its key asset
management and facility inspections into one easy to use solution. A mobile application
allows staff out in the field to inspect and track important assets. This allows real time
analytics to keep management well informed of any issues, and keep them connected
with vital information. The Grait system will lead your organization to becoming a metrics
based operation, which will lead to confident decisions on how your organization can
improve its ROI.

Your Organization All in One Solution
The GRAiT System saves organizations expense in operating and maintaining their
assets, extending the longevity of assets, increasing the level of communications within
their organization, and mitigating risk by record keeping about every asset in great detail.
GRAiTS has immense flexibility when it comes to tying in with current organizational
systems. This creates easy implementation and allows access to benefits faster.

Benefits
With the GRAiT system allow your organization access to many key features:
Inspections: The system is an easy intuitive way to make inspections on items
and report any issues day to day. These inspections over time can lead to
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educated decisions that could save your organization money
by tracking vendor and manufacturer performance quality in
your departments.
Flexibility: Built with an API based platform, the GRAiT System can tie in with
your organizations current systems. Fully integrates with LMP to provide an
efficient front-end inspection and asset management tool. Designed as a real
time collaborative system, the tool is highly configurable to the end users needs
and can be configured to meet different industry needs with out the need to
program or customize the software. User has flexibility to create defect items that
are not apart of everyday checklists, and in turn allowing the appropriate
department to be notified.
Sensor and GIS integration: Allow your assets to both be tracked in real time
and overlaid on to scaled blueprints, or geo-fenced CAD files. Stay connected to
those assets through sensory technology including barcodes, gps navigation,
and iBeacon technology. Staff can now find and identify individual assets simply
even when your organization includes millions of items. High valued assets can
be tracked and notify management immediately when removed from appropriate
zone(s).
Role based permissions: Role Based Permissions allows members of multilevel clearance organization to keep staff privy to only material necessary for
their duties. This can be applied for security measures, and can also function to
keep staff on task.
Risk based measurements: GRAiTS scheduling and notifications engine
updates the individual requirements of each asset and helps you in the workflow
requirements of the operations. With all of the information available over the
cloud in real time for analytics and reporting, your organization can stay informed
about risk potentials. In turn, allowing your organization to keep a high quality
standard by staying on top of discrepancies.
Metrics (key performance indicators): With GRAiTS status ranking system,
back end analytics keep you informed on the overall performance condition of
your departments. Be informed with alerts when departments of your
organization drop below a certain performance percentage. Over time, track the
overall history of assets allowing you to stay connected to certain vendor and
manufacturer performance standards. With such granularity in reporting, make
more informed decisions that could improve the quality standard of your
organization
Security: With flexibility to incorporate into any data security structure , including
server based or cloud based infrastructure, the GRAiT System give organizations
the power to make flexible decisions to keep their data security at the highest
strength level.
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Cloud: GRAiT being a cloud based solution allows users to
stay connected to each other in real time. Staff can access any
assets or relevant process based information such as User Manuals, Warantees,
Calibration Certificates and many more. With the GRAiT system staff can perform
their inspection with or without connection. The system works by allowing the
user to continue their work when signal is lost then uploads to the cloud instantly
when they reach another point of connectivity.
Mobile : Current work order systems and asset management systems are having
a problem in the transition to the mobile platform because they can often be
clunky and hard to use. With GRAiTS allow your staff to have minimal time and
cost spent on training, so that your facility can quickly improve its inspections and
maintenance of high valued assets.

Stay Connected
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The GRAiT System
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Value Added Partnership:
No need to waste time and money overhauling your
entire system. GRAiT System is an open API that can
tie into your existing network. Allow GRAiTS to be the
front-end inspection tool with smooth workflow to your
LMP System. Start seeing immediate improvement in
the quality of your data collection.

Fills Need:
GRAiT System keeps management informed of the right
information at the right time. The system does this by
running real time performance percentages on your
departments sending an alert when it drops below the
desired threshold. Full integration, improved data
collection, and minimal training time makes the GRAiT
System a great partnership for your organizations asset
quality control management.

Context
Awareness
“The vision for context
awareness is to
expose as much of this
sensory information as
possible to business
applications… It is
something that can
help people or other
systems make decisions faster”
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THANK YOU.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
RAXAR TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
1(877) 710-0077
INFO@RAXAR.COM
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